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Abstract

Over recent years in Australia there has been a decline in languages study in primary and secondary schools. A key policy response to this trend was proposed in the Victorian Government Vision for Languages Education (the Vision) in October 2011. The Vision called for languages teaching to be linked more closely to content areas using Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) methods. My Music Languages was initiated as a response to this challenge in 2012.

Ben Paddick and Hana Lo Bianco launched My Music Languages as a three-stage pilot project to design, implement and evaluate a bi-lingual (English/Italian) songwriting program. My Music Languages uses music, video and social media to make language learning relevant and empowering for students. The program also supports teachers of languages and music with inclusive methods, resources and results. Both the design and pilot stages of My Music Languages were conducted with middle-school students of English in Rome Italy and students of Italian in Melbourne Australia from June to December 2012.

The evaluation stage of My Music Languages is currently underway in collaboration with Roma Tre University and with financial support from the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Results show increased student engagement in both countries and demonstrate the program as an effective way to build relationships between international schools. My Music Languages is now in a position to continue offering an evidence-based course model that uses CLIL, caters for a variety of age and language levels, and can encompass teacher training.